Singles competition

Sophia Aulicino (Hamilton) def. Tal Pezzuco (Union) 8-3
Kat Roberts (Hamilton) def. Megan Brown (Union) 8-3
Audrey Chor (Hamilton) def. Paige Webster (Union) 8-4
Samantha Siegel (Union) def. Megan Brown (Union) 8-3
Sarah Bargamian (Hamilton) def. Alex Greenberg (Union) 8-5
Cathy Xing (Union) def. Emma Weller (Hamilton) 8-2
Caroline Reilly (St. Lawrence) def. Kat Roberts (Hamilton) 8-4
Sophia Aulicino (Hamilton) def. Christina Ryan (St. Lawrence) 8-4
Audrey Chor (Hamilton) def. Grace van Tartwijk (St. Lawrence) 8-2
Becca Ingber (Hamilton) def. Carly Jefferson (St. Lawrence) 8-3
Sarah Bargamian (Hamilton) def. Haley Sherrard (St. Lawrence) 8-6
Ibadat Javed (St. Lawrence) def. Eleanor Struthers (Hamilton) 9-8 (7-0)
Marie Bank (St. Lawrence) def. Emma Weller (Hamilton) 8-3
Brianna Ruback (Ithaca) def. Tal Pezzuco (Union) 8-2
Caroline Dunn (Ithaca) def. Megan Brown (Union) 8-6
Sara Steinberg (Ithaca) def. Paige Webster (Union) 9-7
Samantha Siegel (Union) def. Jane Alkhazov (Ithaca) 8-3
Alex Greenberg (Union) def. Rel Klein (Ithaca) 8-4
Cathy Xing (Union) def. Hannah Katz (Hamilton) 8-3
Camila Garcia (University of Rochester) def. Caroline Reilly (St. Lawrence) 8-3
Cami Ruiz Vega (University of Rochester) def. Christina Ryan (St. Lawrence) 8-6
Yaya Wang (University of Rochester) def. Carly Jefferson (St. Lawrence) 9-7
Abbey Reinhart (University of Rochester) def. Haley Sherrard (St. Lawrence) 8-4
Bianca Dyer (University of Rochester) def. Ibadat Javed (St. Lawrence) 8-4
Olivia Waysack (University of Rochester) def. Marie Bank (St. Lawrence) 8-3
Camila Garcia (University of Rochester) def. Brianna Ruback (Ithaca) 8-0
Cami Ruiz Vega (University of Rochester) def. Kathryn Shaffer (Ithaca) 8-2
Caroline Dunn (Ithaca) def. Yaya Wang (University of Rochester) 8-2
Abbey Reinhart (University of Rochester) def. Sara Steinberg (Ithaca) 8-2
Bianca Dyer (University of Rochester) def. Jane Alkhazov (Ithaca) 8-1
Olivia Waysack (University of Rochester) def. Rel Klein (Ithaca) 8-0
Caroline Reilly (St. Lawrence) def. Tal Pezzuco (Union) 8-5
Christina Ryan (St. Lawrence) def. Megan Brown (Union) 8-3
Carly Jefferson (St. Lawrence) def. Paige Webster (Union) 8-2
Samantha Siegel (Union) def. Haley Sherrard (St. Lawrence) 8-2
Ibadat Javed (St. Lawrence) def. Alex Greenberg (Union) 8-3
Cathy Xing (Union) def. Marie Bank (St. Lawrence) 8-1
Tennis Tournament Results
2018 Ithaca Invitational
09/15-16/2018 at Ithaca, N.Y. (Wheeler Tennis Complex)

Doubles competition
Caroline Reilly/Christina Ryan (St. Lawrence) def. Camila Garcia/Cami Ruiz Vega (University of Rochester) 8-4
Carly Jefferson/Haley Sherrard (St. Lawrence) def. Yaya Wang/Abbey Reinhart (University of Rochester) 9-8 (11-0)
Marie Bank/Ibadat Javed (St. Lawrence) def. Bianca Dyer/Olivia Waysack (University of Rochester) 9-8 (10-0)
Sophia Aulicino/Audrey Chor (Hamilton) def. Caroline Dunn/Kathryn Shaffer (Ithaca) 8-6
Kat Roberts/Becca Ingber (Hamilton) def. Sara Steinberg/Brianna Ruback (Ithaca) 8-6
Tal Pezzuco/Paige Webster (Union) def. Camila Garcia/Cami Ruiz Vega (University of Rochester) 9-8 (10-0)
Megan Brown/Samantha Siegel (Union) def. Yaya Wang/Abbey Reinhart (University of Rochester) 8-4
Bianca Dyer/Olivia Waysack (University of Rochester) def. Alex Greenberg/Alissa Sangiulio (Union) 8-2
Caroline Reilly/Christina Ryan (St. Lawrence) def. Kathryn Shaffer/Caroline Dunn (Ithaca) 8-3
Brianna Ruback/Sara Steinberg (Ithaca) def. Haley Sherrard/Carly Jefferson (St. Lawrence) 8-6
Marie Bank/Ibadat Javed (St. Lawrence) def. Rel Klein/Sydney Robison (Ithaca) 8-5
Sophia Aulicino/Audrey Chor (Hamilton) def. Tal Pezzuco/Paige Webster (Union) 8-4
Becca Ingber/Kat Roberts (Hamilton) def. Megan Brown/Samantha Siegel (Union) 8-6
Sarah Bargamian/Ndanu Mutisya (Hamilton) def. Alex Greenberg/Alissa Sangiulio (Union) 8-1

Tournament notes: